Effect of tool temperature and punch speed on hot stamping of ultra high strength steel
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Abstract: The hot stamping process of ultra high strength (UHS) sheet metal is an innovative way which is used in automobile increasingly for the manufacturing of components with a ultra high ultimate tensile strength (UTS). Due to the high nonlinear elastoplastic and thermo-mechanical responses of material during the hot forming process, practically it is difficult to investigate such hot forming presses only via experiments. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a 3D elastoplastic coupled thermo-mechanical finite element model (FEM) of UHS sheet metal hot forming. Meanwhile, the mechanical properties of UHS steel at elevated temperatures were characterized and the corresponding material constitutive, which is strain, strain rate and temperature dependent, is developed on the basis of unaxial tensile test at elevated temperatures. In addition, hot stamping experiments were conducted and combined with the simulation to investigate the effect of tool temperature and punch speed on the hot stamping of UHS sheet metal for the square-box-shaped (SBS) component. Considering the UTS of hot formed component, the optimum tool temperature and the punch speed are achieved.
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1 Introduction

In lightweight construction, besides the conventional lightweight materials, aluminium, magnesium and polymers, high and ultra high strength steels are being increasingly used in the automotive industry [1–3]. Due to their high strength and improved formability, those steels offer some new potentials of weight reduction particularly for the body in white body. However, at room temperature the workability of such UHS steel is low and the relatively large springback after cold forming will seriously impair the geometrical shape accuracy of formed components [4,5]. Therefore, to improve the properties of component manufactured from UHS sheet metal, an innovative processing technology was presented [6]. In such hot forming, forming and hardening are combined in one non-isothermal forming process step. After passing through hot forming process, the component finally exhibits a martensitic microstructure with tensile strength of above 1500 MPa [7–9]. Therefore, such forming of UHS sheet metal at elevated temperatures has an obvious advantage over the cold forming in the enhancement of UTS of formed component. For example, with the application of hot forming for the UHS steel 22MnB5 [7–9], the hot formed components like bumpers and pillars have the UTS above 1500 MPa. Further, compared with the cold forming of UHS sheet metal, a less quantity of springback can be achieved and higher shape-accuracy of formed component can be obtained due to low yield strength to elastic modulus ratio for UHS steel in the hot forming process. The mechanism of small springback in hot forming of UHS sheet metal is addressed [10]. However, compared with the cold sheet metal forming, the hot stamping of UHS sheet metal involves a complicated thermo-mechanical process. In the hot forming process, the flow stress of material has an apparent dependence on temperatures, and thus leads to that the ambient temperature and the thermo contact
significantly influence the final properties of hot stamped component. In addition, the high strain rate sensitivity of UHS steel flow stress was observed [11−16] and it reveals that the final properties of hot stamped component will be also impaired by punch speed. However, the hot stamping process is a high nonlinear process involving nonlinear material stress response, thermo and geometrical contacts between workpiece, tools and atmosphere [8]. It is not practical to exactly investigate the hot stamping process and understand the deformation mechanism only by experiments.

In the present work, a finite element thermomechanical model is developed to investigate the hot stamping of UHS sheet metal for the SBS component. Two important parameters of tool temperature and punch speed in hot stamping technology have significant effects on the temperature distribution and thus the microstructure and the final properties of hot stamped component. In the present work, we aim at obtaining the effect laws of tool temperature and punch speed on the temperature distributions and final properties of hot stamped component by implementing both the simulations and the experiments of hot stamping for a classical SBS component, and further analyzing the microstructure evolution at the different temperatures with forming process proceeding and the UTS of hot formed component by combining the experimental and simulation results.

2 Thermomechanical FEM and experiments

The tools used in the classical UHS sheet metal hot stamping process for SBS component are schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. The hot stamping process mainly consists of four steps: heating of workpiece to austenization temperature, holding, hot forming lasting for about 0.5 s and quenching of hot formed component with water cooled die, and the last step will last for about 6.0 s. Prior to hot forming, the workpiece should be heated to austenitizing temperature and kept at such temperature for about 300 s in the furnace, and then the heated workpiece is transferred on the die and held by blank holder. Afterwards, hot stamping will be performed with the punch moving down for a prescribed displacement and taking the workpiece into die. This step may determine the final properties of hot formed component. In this stage, the convection and, mainly the radiation to its surrounding impose to a workpiece, and the finer element is used to describe the geometrical shape of round angle. The heat transfer among workpiece, tools and ambient should be dealt deliberately. The heat is transferred from workpiece in three ways of convection, radiation and contact conductance. Compared with the radiation and the convection, the pressure-dependent contact conductance is the dominant heat transference way during the hot forming and quenching [12].

Another issue involving the development of finite element hot stamping model is to characterize the mechanical properties of UHS steel during hot forming, a thermomechanical FE model is developed. In this model, the finite element discretizations of tools used in UHS sheet metal are developed, as shown in Fig. 2. Due to symmetry, a quarter of whole model is adopted. In those finite element models, the element type of C3DSRT is adopted and the finer element is used to describe the geometrical shape of round angle. The heat transfer among workpiece, tools and ambient should be dealt deliberately. The heat is transferred from workpiece in three ways of convection, radiation and contact conductance. Compared with the radiation and the convection, the pressure-dependent contact conductance is the dominant heat transference way during the hot forming and quenching [12].

The developed material constitutive is expressed as

\[
\sigma(\varepsilon, \dot{\varepsilon}, T) = K \cdot \exp\left(\frac{\beta}{T}\right) \cdot (\varepsilon_0 + \varepsilon)^m \exp\left[-\left(1 - \varepsilon_0/(1 - \varepsilon)\right)^n \cdot \varepsilon_0 \exp\left(\varepsilon_0/(1 - \varepsilon)\right)\right]
\]

(1)

where \(\varepsilon\) is strain; \(\dot{\varepsilon}\) is strain rate; \(\sigma\) is the flow stress; \(T\) is forming temperature; \(T_0\) is room temperature; \(T_i\) is constant. \(K=33.56, n_0=0.2236, c_p=0.0029, \dot{\varepsilon}_0=0.0025, \beta=2341.78, m_0=0.0756, c_w=0.0022.\)
3 Results and discussion

The simulations and experiments of hot stamping of UHS sheet metal are performed to investigate the effects of tool temperature and the punch speed on the temperature distribution and thus the microstructure evolution and the final properties of hot stamped component.

3.1 Effect of tool temperature

From the view of heat conduction, the higher temperature difference between workpiece and tools results in a higher cooling rate of workpiece and better quenching effectiveness. In experiments, prior to the hot forming the various tool temperatures can be obtained simply by contact conductance between tools and hot metal bulk which is heated and then placed on tools several times. To investigate the effect of tool...
temperature on the final microstructure of hot formed component, the temperature and microstructure evolutions of three material points A, B and C on SBS hot formed part shown in Fig. 3 were investigated by simulations. Figures 4(a), (b) and (c) show the temperature history of points A, B and C at different tool temperatures for the steps: hot stamping (the third step) and quenching (the forth step), respectively.

As seen in Fig. 4, the tool temperature has a significant effect on the temperature evolution of workpiece during hot forming and quenching, the temperature of workpiece decreases dramatically regardless of points A, B and C as the tool temperature decreases from 250 °C to room temperature. The point A can be fully cooled even at the tool temperature of 250 °C, while the point C is cooled to the temperature above the martensite transformation start point ($M_s$) at the same tool temperature. This means that at the end of quenching, actually the martensite transformation does not start due to the fact that the temperature of point C is above the $M_s$. At a lower tool temperature of 110 °C, the martensite transformation takes place partially at the point C. When the tool temperature reduces to room temperature (RT), the austenite phase can be totally transformed into martensite as shown in Fig. 5 regardless of the tool temperature from 250 °C to RT. The plate martensite becomes finer as the tool temperature reduces to room temperature (RT) because of the pressure dependent heat conductance [13,14].

The different final microstructures of points A, B and C for tool temperatures of RT, 110 °C and 250 °C as shown in Figs. 5, 6 and 7, respectively, are observed by SEM. Figures 5−7 show that the tool temperature also has a significant effect on the microstructure. Austenite phase is completely transformed into martensite as shown in Fig. 5 regardless of the tool temperature from 250 °C to RT.
tool temperature decreases from 250 °C to RT. Due to the little bad contact condition between the tool and the flange of SBS component, the point B cannot be cooled fully at tool temperature of 250 °C and the microstructure is the mixture of martensite and pearlite at point B, as shown in Fig. 6. Even at the tool temperature of 110 °C the pearlite has a high proportion for the microstructure at point C as shown in Fig. 7.

Tensile tests are conducted to investigate the effect of tool temperature on the UTS of hot stamped component. Figure 8 shows the UTS of material points A, B and C at different tool temperatures. The point C in the flange of SBS component formed at tool temperature 250 °C is the weakest, and the highest UTS of 1954 MPa is obtained for the point A at tool temperature of RT. The UTSs of the points A, B and C are consistent with the microstructures as shown in Figs. 5, 6 and 7, respectively. Therefore, to improve the final properties of hot formed SBS component the optimum way is to optimize the tool design and thus guarantee high cooling rate of the flange of SBS component during quenching step.

3.2 Effect of punch speed

In numerical model, the different punch speeds from 35 mm/s to 350 mm/s can be obtained by varying the hot forming time from 0.1 s to 1.0 s at the same punch stroke of 35.0 mm. The punch speed seriously affects the final properties of hot formed part. Possibly crack will occur with punch speed increasing due to the non-uniform material flow and the non-uniform material shrink during hot stamping. Figure 9 shows thickness of the round angle material of the hot formed SBS component at different tool temperatures: (a) RT; (b) 110 °C; (c) 250 °C.
Fig. 7 Final microstructures of material point C at different tool temperatures: (a) RT; (b) 110 °C; (c) 250 °C

Fig. 8 UTS of material points A, B and C at tool temperatures of RT, 110 °C and 250 °C

different punch speeds. The material of the round angle is damaged as shown in Fig. 9 when the workpiece is hot stamped with punch speed of 350 mm/s. The non-uniform material flow resulted from high punch speeds and the low flow stresses of UHS steel at a elevated temperature is the main reason for the crack. Figure 10 shows the Mises stress and equivalent strain distributions. The stress and the strain concentrations produced by the non-uniform material flow are located at the round angle of the SBS component shown in Fig. 10. Therefore, synthetically considering the final properties of hot formed and the practical hot stamping efficiency, the punch speed of 46.7 mm/s, namely, the prescribed punch stroke is finished in the prescribed hot stamping time 0.75 s for the punch stroke of 35 mm, is the optimum one in the present work.

Fig. 9 Thickness variation of round angle material at different punch speeds
Fig. 10 Stress and strain distributions of SBS component: (a) Strain distribution; (b) Stress distribution; (c) Crack on SBS component

4 Conclusions

1) Hot stamping experimental apparatus with a cooling system is built up. Subsequently, a thermomechanical-based 3D-FE numerical model of hot stamping for SBS component is developed by deliberately treating contact conditions, i.e., thermal contact and geometrical contact conditions.

2) The developed 3D-FE model is combined with experiments to investigate the effect of two processing parameters of tool temperature and punch speed on the final properties of hot stamped SBS component.

3) The microstructure of hot stamped SBS component can be fully transformed into martensite phase for the tool temperature of RT, while for the tool temperature of 250 °C such transformation can partially take place for the material of the flange and the sidewall SBS component.

4) Compared with other material domains of the SBS component, UTS of the flange is the lowest under the same hot stamping conditions. In addition, the higher punch speed will lead to higher tendency of crack despite, and the high punch speed facilitates the practical production efficiency. Considering the final properties of hot formed and the practical hot stamping efficiency, the punch speed of 46.7 mm/s is the optimum one.
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摘 要: 高强钢板热冲压作为一种创新工艺逐渐被用于汽车领域制造超高强度的零件。实际上，由于在热冲压过程中材料表现出高度非线性的弹塑性以及热固响应行为，实验很难全面考察热成形过程。因此，有必要建立超 高强钢板热冲压三维弹塑性热固耦合的有限元模型。同时，在高温拉伸试验的基础上，测试超高强钢的高温力学性能，并建立和应变、应变速率、温度相关的材料本构模型。此外，采用热冲压试验结合数值模拟研究模具温度和凸模速度对方盒形件超高强钢热冲压的影响规律，在测试热成形零件性能的基础上，得到优化的模具温度和冲压速度。
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